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eurosolar e.v.‘s substantive tasks have further intensified in 2021, while its organizational and 
financial situation remained stable. We are still strongly focused on new members, donations, 
publications, awards and events.

What was unimaginable at the time of our foundation is now reality. the struggle for the solar, 
renewable world is coming to a head. after years of resistance in europe and germany, the global 
signs of accelerated climate destabilization became completely unmistakable in 2021. What used 
to be called a ‚shrill warning‘ is now a daily discourse.

still, the energy transition lags badly behind the need not only to remove fossil and nuclear en-
ergy, but also to strengthen the health of the biosphere from agriculture to wetlands. that‘s why 
eurosolar e.v. has been calling for 100% renewables for over 35 years, and for over a decade 
as the basis for the broad regenerative turnaround, and very specifically since 2020 in its original 
regenerative decade initiative, the ten-Point mobilization of the ‚regenerative earth decade‘ 
(red - earthdecade. org) - from climate defense budgets to the implementation of a climate 
peace diplomacy.

eurosolar e.v. and eurosolar‘s sections have intensified their work in the second year of 
the pandemic and carried out all planned core activities, whether these are awards or events, 
publications or. in addition to its international tasks, eurosolar e.v. authorizes and supervises 
its independent sections from ukraine to luxembourg. - and welcomed a new section from the 
netherlands in 2021. 

eurosolar e.v. is managed through its delegate assembly by all sections, and in 2021 this took 
place again, with a global call of the implementation of our red campaign.this annual report 
includes not only eurosolar e.v. but also eurosolar germany as the oldest section, as both 
organizations continue to share a team, office and budget for historical, communication and effi-
ciency reasons. 

the german section handled its solar Prize and stadtwerke conference, and made efforts in re-
search and media projects. financially, the association was very successful, thanks to increasing 
donations and savings, and membership fees. the solidarity and important support of the c&u 
baumeister foundation, as well as other important supporters, was reflected in a healthy balance 
sheet.

i thank the association‘s board, staff, as well as the european associations that together con-
stitute the delegates‘ conference. first of all, i thank our members - because all eurosolar 
section members are members of the parent association, eurosolar e.v.. their loyal, energetic 
solidarity and generous contributions mean that we can expand our essential mission.

Prof. Peter droege, President eurosolar 
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EvENTs
conferences

march 16–18
ires conference 2021

WELcOmE TO #iREs 2021! – ONLiNE cONFERENcE 

experts from all over the world met online for eurosolar‘s fully digital international renewable 
energy storage conference. for three days, it was all about innovative battery technology, ther-
mal storage and renPower2X energy systems – in over 70 presentations, 10 thematic focus ses-
sions, a german-language lecture series and a digital poster exhibition with live presentations. 
hundreds of participants were on hand to present research, share knowledge, and advance the 
transition to renewable energy.

in his welcoming speech, Prof. Peter droege, President of eurosolar e.v., expressed his excite-
ment about the progress of energy storage: „the ires conference is the world‘s largest scientific 
conference on renewable energy storage. in its 15th year, ires focuses on the central role that 
energy storage systems play in a decentralized, locally usable economy based on 100 percent 
renewable energy. regulatory, financial and policy simplification steps are on the horizon to open 
markets for a renewable energy storage revolution.“

Prof. dr. hans-martin henning, chairman of the ires scientific committee, director of the fraun-
hofer institute for solar energy systems ise and member of the german government‘s independ-

supportet by
c&u baumeister-stiftung

für nachhaltige technologie
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ent council of experts on climate change, commented on climate, policy frameworks and mar-
kets, „renewables will dominate our future energy system. With high shares of volatile supply, 
measures to increase flexibility will become central to secure supply and stable operation. all 
types of energy storage will therefore become key components on the way to a climate-neutral, 
renewable energy system.“

dr. Peter schossig, also from the fraunhofer institute for solar energy systems ise and a mem-
ber of the ires scientific committee, added: „in particular, the urgently needed transformation of 
our industrial processes towards co2-neutral production requires further research. to increase 
the share of renewables, we need heat storage at different temperature levels and large power 
ranges. in addition, the integration of hydrogen will enable co2-neutral production of concrete 
and steel.“

the german-language lecture series on march 18 was led by the renowned energieagentur.nrW 
and discussed current issues such as the green deal, the renewable energy sources act (eeg) and 
the transformation of opencast mines in germany. managing director lothar schneider opened 
the series, saying, „storage systems are an essential building block of the energy transition. that 
is why it is very important that we can once again welcome experts on the topics of electricity 
and heat storage at ires this year. there is still a lot of potential for improvement, especially  
in heat storage, and the possible applications are many and varied. they must be tapped and 
exploited so that germany can achieve the goals of the european union‘s green deal. and the 
challenge is: how can we make storage technology widely usable on an industrial scale?“

in his closing statement, Prof. dr. ingo stadler, th Köln, called for action: „if not now, when? if 
we tackle the big crisis (climate) anywhere near as boldly as we tackle the small crisis (covid), 
we can do it! We need to stop just talking about transformation and start acting. the technolog-
ical solutions are ready, now we finally need a regulatory framework that takes into account the  
implementation of energy storage solutions and sector coupling.“

9. oktober 2021 in bon

october 9

International
Renewable 
Energy 
Storage
Conference
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april 28 conference 
“municipalities with renewable energy”

14Th EUROsOLAR-cONFERENcE “mUNiciPALiTiEs WiTh RENEWAbLE ENERgy” ONLiNE

around 80 participants from all over germany exchanged views on the current opportunities and 
challenges for municipal utilities and the relationship between industrial policy and the energy 
transition. 

in her opening statement, margit conrad, former minister of state of rhineland-Palatinate and 
board member of eurosolar germany, emphasized the key role of municipal utilities for a 
successful energy transition: „sector coupling as a decisive part of a successful energy transition 
can only function on a decentralized basis. it is therefore essential that the german government 
strengthens the role of municipal utilities and regional players by amending the legal framework. 
the potential in the municipalities must be leveraged – today‘s stadtwerke conference sends  
a clear signal in this regard.“

Wolfgang bühring, managing director of stadtwerke speyer gmbh, emphasized the importance 
of the exchange between municipal utilities: “by 2030, sWs wants to produce as much green 
electricity in its own plants as the whole of speyer needs. alongside the citizens, the municipal 
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utilities are a key player in the implementation of the energy transition locally and in the region. 
they are close to their customers and enable intelligent, decentralized energy solutions. We are 
glad to be able to promote the exchange among municipal utilities and other energy transition 
stakeholders with this conference.“

after the political opening by speyer‘s lord mayor stefanie seiler, margit conrad and Wolfgang 
bühring, randolf stich, state secretary in the ministry of the interior of rhineland-Palatinate, 
spoke about climate protection as a driver for growth, employment and innovation. dr. jürgen 
fuchs, chairman of the board of management of basf schwarzheide, then outlined the bound-
ary conditions for a successful energy transformation from an industrial perspective, before the  
political panel discussed the controversial question of „industrial policy and energy transition –
how do they fit together?“

later in the morning, dr. dietrich schmitt from fraunhofer iee led the way through the pres-
entations, which offered different perspectives – those of industry and municipal utilities – on 
implementation options for sector coupling. after various thematic expert cafés, the speakers 
got to the bottom of the energy transition‘s status quo in the afternoon under the motto „What‘s 
wrong?“.

the successful 14th “stadtwerke” conference came to a close with the conclusion of dr. fabio 
longo, vice President of eurosolar. he praised the lively discussions, the cooperation of the 
conference topics and the will of the municipal utilities to push forward the decentralized energy 
transition.
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oktober 9 
german solar Prize 2021

 

A sTAgE FOR ThE ENERgy TRANsiTiON –
gERmAN sOLAR PRizE AWARdEd iN bONN

in 2021, eurosolar had the honor of presenting the german solar Prize 2021 to innovative ac-
tors in the energy transition in eurosolar’s hometown of bonn together with  energieagentur.
nrW. at the festive award ceremony held under the motto „a stage for the energy transition” 
in the art museum of bonn, the award winners vividly demonstrated how the challenges of the 
climate crisis and energy turnaround can be met with creativity and commitment. a celebratory 
mood prevailed among the guests at the award ceremony. the optimism emanating from the 
award winners should inspire more people to commit themselves to the climate and the citi-
zen-oriented energy transition.

in his welcoming address, eurosolar President Prof. Peter droege found clear words: „the 
german solar Prize honors achievements that show what our economy and society should al-
ready look like across the board today, so that we would not have gotten into the situation in the 
first place from which we must laboriously extricate ourselves today. We owe this to measures 
taken by the federal and state governments to put the brakes on, as well as to the lobby of the 
conventional energy industry. the fact that german people, communities and organizations have 
taken the initiative to meet this challenge for society as a whole in such a practically convincing 
and exemplary way makes them germany‘s energy heroes.“
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luisa neubauer, solar Prize 2021 winner, pointed out in a video message the importance of de-
centralized citizen energy for the success of the energy transition. despite the still insufficient 
political efforts, she expressed optimism: „We have the knowledge that things can be different. 
that a complete energy transition is possible in the near future. i see that this society is develop-
ing more and more courage and that is what we need.“ she went on to point out that while this 
award ceremony was taking place, villages such as lützerath are still to be destroyed for open-
cast coal mining, although „we know that we neither need nor are allowed to use coal according 
to our co2 budget“.

the german solar Prize 2021 goes to:

in the category cities/municipalities, districts, municipal utilities 
• stadtwerke trier (municipal utilities trier) for climate-neutral drinking water supply using 

hydropower, Pv and intelligent storage solutions

in the category industrial, commercial or agricultural enterprises/companies 
• fabian Karthaus and josef Kneer (“land allerliebst”) for the efficient and innovative use of 

agri-photovoltaics on a soft fruit orchard

in the category local or regional associations/communities 
• arbeitsgemeinschaft hessische Wasserkraftwerke (Working group hydropower hesse) for 

promoting hydropower as an important renewable energy source

in the category Education and Training
• the german „solarmobil“ championship for getting schoolchildren excited about solar energy

in the category special Award for Personal commitment 
• luisa neubauer for her commitment as an ambassador for renewable energies and climate 

protection

Plaque award winner 2021
for extraordinary constructional and technical achievements in the field of renewable energies 
and energy efficiency

• markt buttenheim for the arealstromnetZ
• gaia mbh for the comPany building energy-Plus-building

members of the jury
claus P. baumeister, tetra systems gmbh, Kuratorium eurosolar
dr. axel berg, vorsitzender des vorstands, eurosolar deutschland
Prof. Peter droege, Präsident, eurosolar
dr. joachim frielingsdorf, leiter Kommunikation und Pressesprecher, energieagentur.nrW
johannes hegger, architekt, hhs Planer + architekten ag
rosa hemmers, vizepräsidentin, eurosolar
dr. fabio longo, vizepräsident, eurosolar
beate Petersen, vorstand, eurosolar deutschland
dr. brigitte schmidt, vizepräsidentin, eurosolar
fabian stichtenoth, fridays for future deutschland
Prof. eberhard Waffenschmidt, 1. vorsitzender, sfv deutschland e.v.
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december 2 
european solar Prize 2021/22

EUROPEAN sOLAR PRizE 2021/22 – ONLiNE

“revolutionaries of the energy transition”: outstanding examples for a regenerative europe  
eurosolar and its dutch section have awarded the european solar Prize 2021/22 on december 
2, 2021 in amsterdam and berlin via live stream due to the pandemic.

the ten winners range from the city of Paris for its pioneering role as a european capital in pur-
suing a comprehensive regenerative action program, to the swiss ngo solafrica for promoting 
useful solar energy projects across africa. by awarding this prize, eurosolar highlights the 
enormous potential that has to be realized rapidly to move towards a climate positive society and 
economy. 

the winner projects are outstanding examples of the innovative spirit and commitment of individ-
ual actors who make a significant contribution in the transition to decentralized renewable energy 
supply across europe.

in her welcoming address, marieke van doorninck, amsterdam alderwoman for sustainability 
and spatial development, expressed her delight in the dutch capital being host to the european 
solar Prize for 2021/22: “in amsterdam and the netherlands we are proud of our renewable ener-
gy achievements, projects and their creators. We need all these innovators, all these dreamers – 
and we need them to be inspiring for the rest of the population and also for the rest of the world.” 
Prof. Peter droege, chairman of the jury and President of eurosolar, moderated the award 
ceremony, addressed the winners and pointed out the importance of their contributions: “100% 
renewable energy communities, buildings, companies and farms are the essential base on which 
to found climate positive action. rather than only aiming at climate neutrality europe has to help 
lower greenhouse gas concentration systematically – and for this we need exactly the work that 
is premiated here – and have to promote it at the highest level”. bas eickhout, founding member 
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of eurosolar nl and member of the european Parliament, stressed: “it is so crucial to getting 
the right policies in place – in order to make sure that all the projects, we are seeing here, can be 
developed further. this is what we need! the real work is being done by all of you, and the Prize 
reflects this so well.”

due to the pandemic the award ceremony took place online, which did not dampen the enthu-
siasm for the advancement of the energy transition. during the award ceremony, the winner  
projects were presented through interviews, presentations and films. the award winners are true 
energy heroes and make an incredible contribution in advancing the energy transition in europe 
with their exemplary commitment. 

the european solar Prize is sponsored by the c&u baumeister-foundation for sustainable tech-
nology and in 2021/22 also by energie samen, the national organization for energy cooperatives 
in the netherlands.

the european solar Prize 2021 goes to: 

in the category Towns, municipalities, council districts, public utilities
• berliner stadtwerke, germany for their commitment to advancing the energy transition  

in berlin
• city of Paris, france for its pioneering role as a capital in climate protection

in the category solar architecture and urban planning
• bildungscampus seestadt aspern, austria for the creation of a climate-active educational 

campus

in the category industrial and commercial companies or farmers
• susi Partners, switzerland for their pioneering contribution in exclusively financing renew- 

able energies

in the category Local or regional associations / organisations
• thuisbaas, netherlands for showing renters and house owners how to switch from natural 

gas to renewable energy

in the category Owners and operators of renewable energy installations
• Ørsted, denmark for the successful transformation of the company’s focus away from fossil 

energy to 100% renewables

in the category Transport and mobility
• funicular railroad magglingen, switzerland for the innovative use of braking energy and  

photovoltaics
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supported by c&u baumeister-stiftung 
für nachhaltige technologie

in the category: Education and vocational training
• eurac research – institute for renewable energy, italy for the “historic building energy  

retrofit atlas”
• efden, romania for promoting sustainable development by educating the public and improv-

ing energy efficiency in romanian cities

in the category: One World cooperation
• solafrica, switzerland for their commitment to the widespread use of solar energy for over  

10 years, in africa and other regions worldwide

• 
members of the jury
claus P. baumeister, tetra systems, eurosolar trustee
dr. axel berg, chair, eurosolar germany
gallus cadonau, director, solar agency, switzerland
Professor eliana cangelli, university of rome, chair, eurosolar italy
Prof. Peter droege, Präsident, eurosolar President, jury chair
nikos fintikakis, international union of architects vP rii, greece
johannes hegger, hegger hegger schleiff architects, germany
Wolfgang hein, chair, eurosolar, austria
dr. Panos mantziaras, director, fondation braillard, switzerland
jennifer mcintosh, executive secretary, ises, germany
dr. josep Puig, vorstand, chair, eurosolar catalonia and spain
fabian stichtenoth, re student, fridays for future germany
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december 15
ires-symposium 2021

iREs-symPOsiUm LivE FROm bERLiN

after a break of two years, energieagentur.nrW and eurosolar e.v. invited again to the ires 
symposium on december 15 and informed and discussed the issues on the energy transition with 
the speakers on site and more than 100 web participants in the silentgreen in berlin. „climate 
protection is a global and european task. as a technology and export nation, germany bears a 
special responsibility, both in terms of local jobs and a european and international spillover and 
knock-on effect. our future prosperity will be based on sustainability and thus decisively on re-
newable energies. the success of this development depends on its acceleration. to this end, the 
bundestag must continue to remove legal barriers and strengthen incentives in the new legis-
lative period,“ emphasizes dr. nina scheer on behalf of eurosolar and as chair of the her-
mann scheer foundation, who serves as co-chair of the event alongside marlies diephaus. „the 
challenges from the new climate protection goals must be faced by all. the climate-compatible 
restructuring of the energy supply system is a key success factor in this. for north rhine-West-
phalia, however, this also means above all securing the energy supply. in addition to an increased 
expansion of renewable energies and the development of a smart energy infrastructure, a par-
ticular focus is also on the decarbonization of residential neighborhoods. the projects discussed 
here today show interesting solutions for our energy future“, adds marlies diephaus from the 
nrW ministry of economic affairs and energy.

Kerstin andreae urges the rapid implementation of the energy transition: „We need to tur-
bo-charge the energy transition.“ that for this however in all sectors much more ambitious efforts 
would have to be undertaken than so far and the appropriate basic conditions be created, affirmed  
the chairwoman of the general management of the federal association of the energy and water 
economy, in order to reach effectively the goals of the necessary climatic protection.

the contributions of the speakers focused on the one hand on the global energy transition and the 
role of europe and germany and on the other hand on concrete technologies and practical exam-
ples. sector coupling and storage were mentioned here as the most important elements of the 
energy transition, but also the rethinking of supply structures. this means an increased degree 
of systemic thinking, as is already being thought for individual supply areas, such as existing and 
newly emerging neighborhoods.
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LECTUREs AND 
OTHER ACTIvITIEs

sePtember 16, bonn, hotel maritim 
gLObAL RENEWAbLE ENERgy FORUm 2021

the 5th edition of the global renewable energy forum (gref) was organized by the embassy of 
the republic of Korea, bonn office in cooperation with the international renewable energy agen-
cy (irena) and ren21 – the renewable energy network for the 21st century. it was supported by 
the Korean-german energy Partnership of the ministry of trade, industry and energy, republic of 
Korea, and the federal ministry for economic affairs and energy, federal republic of germany. 
gref 2021 took place as a hybrid conference on september 16, 2021. gref‘s focus this year was 
on pathways to climate neutrality (net zero emissions) and the role of cities in the energy transi-
tion. over 200 interested people from 63 countries registered to participate online and 23 people 
attended the conference on-site. eurosolar was a partner of the event.

sePtember 24, bonn, eurosolar house
“bicycLE sEmiNAR” ON ThE TOPic OF „RENEWAbLE ENERgiEs“, AdvANcEd TRAiNiNg  
FOR EmPLOyEEs
organiZer: friedrich-ebert-stiftung in cooPeration With eurosolar
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PREss RELEAsEs

march 4, 2021
ThE ENERgy TRANsiTiON ON sTAgE: APPLy NOW FOR ThE EUROPEAN sOLAR PRizE

july 15, 2021
REvOLUTiONARiEs OF ThE ENERgy TRANsiTiON – sAvE ThE dATE

august 16, 2021
FOR A sTAbLE cLimATE ONLy cOUNTs WhAT OUR gOvERNmENTs dO TOdAy, NOT WhAT 
ThEy PROmisE FOR TOmORROW

all elections are climate elections. norway, the russian federation, iceland, germany, armenia, 
switzerland, the czech republic, estonia, ireland and bulgaria all hold elections from september 
through december 2021. Portugal, liechtenstein, the netherlands, albania, cyprus and moldova 
already had recent elections – besides the many local and regional elections across europe.

this is eurosolar’s pre- and post-election campaign contribution, and compact guide to voters 
and elected officials alike. for a stable climate only counts what our governments do today, not 
what they promise for tomorrow.

the fact that it had to come to judgements by dutch, german and other constitutional courts on 
climate Protection makes only one thing clear: for all of us existentially important measures have 
been put off by our governments for far too long. the climate destabilization has progressed so 
far that full supply with renewable energies has now become a basic and immediate existential 
conditio sine qua non, a prerequisite for climate stabilization.

the necessary renewable technologies have long been available and are indeed mature. We must 
unleash them today and not wait for the day after tomorrow. comprehensive energy policy meas-
ures will both overcome the pandemic and accelerate the climate-positive transformation.

What are we waiting for?

take germany, for example: once it was a globally celebrated pioneer – it has become a climate 
laggard over the last ten years, losing hundreds of thousands of valuable renewable energy indus-
try jobs by succumbing to pressures by incumbent industries. like other european countries from 
greece to siberia, from france to great britain the country has experienced in 2021 the existential 
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threat that we all now experience on a daily basis: heat, drought, fires, floods, snap freezing tem-
peratures. surely this is the final wake-up call.

europe’s new national governments must begin to implement the following as early as 2022: ab-
olition of all climate-damaging subsidies: oil, coal and natural gas still receive market-distorting 
benefits; trillions of euros in subsidies are expended annually world-wide for industry exemptions 
or direct fossil fuel tax supports. they prevent fair competition with renewable energies and can 
be abolished quickly.

co2 pricing only makes fossil energy consumption more expensive; it contributes nothing to de-
carbonization. instead, we need to build many more renewable energy plants. new fossil-fuel 
power plants must no longer be allowed to come online. the financial resources saved must be 
returned to the citizens and invested in a targeted manner in sustainable market ramp-ups – for 
climate-positive construction, electromobility or decentralized storage solutions.

the de-bureaucratization of renewable energies is crucial. renewable energies are cheaper to-
day than electricity from depreciated coal-fired power plants or the import of oil or gas. they save 
money and ensure good air quality in our cities. together with regional electricity and heat stor-
age facilities, they can largely meet our own needs. autonomy in our own thermal energy needs 
and enough electricity that it is also sufficient for mobility must be fundamentally de-bureauc-
ratized. this applies to home builders as well as to existing neighborhoods, local governments, 
businesses or industry.

the decision to buy the largest possible photovoltaic system, preferably with storage, and the 
installation must be as simple as buying a new refrigerator, or installing a sauna. lengthy approv-
al procedures and complicated building regulations must be scrapped or simplified.  tendering 
procedures, caps, levies and disproportionate distance regulations that inhibit citizen energy in 
particular must be eliminated. let us use the opportunities of digitization only where they make 
sense. only in this way digitization offers great opportunities in making the energy transition more 
efficient – it is not an end in itself.

digital harassments such as arbitrary smart meter obligations violate consumer privacy rights 
and are only an obstacle to the rapid expansion of photovoltaics. effective use of digitization 
means automatically controlling energy consumption in the home – and storing surpluses. such 
efficient in-house technologies must become commonplace. big data and ai-controlled plants 
disenfranchise plant operators and lead to a recentralization of the energy transition through the 
digital back door.

eurosolar demands:

• a true decentralized energy transition with rapid expansion of renewable plants, benefiting 
the climate, communities and all citizens.

• the nationwide installation of decentralized energy storage and load distribution.
• the phase-out of oil, coal and natural gas and no heedless rush into ill-considered hydrogen 

dependencies.

all elections are climate elections. to create a framework of the overall measures needed to 
stabilize the climate, eurosolar created a 10-point program in early 2020: the regenerative 
decade. here we show the central and urgent role that the overall economic transformation re-
generative european nations will assign to renewable energies: www.earthdecade.org.

august 18, 2021
EUROPEAN sOLAR PRizE – APPLicATiON dEAdLiNE ExTENdEd UNTiL AUgUsT 29, 2021
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october 18, 2021
REgENERATivE EARTh dEcAdE: FOR A hEALThy PLANET, cLimATE NEUTRALiTy is NOT 
ENOUgh

eurosolar’s regenerative decade shows the acceleration towards a climate-positive economy 
and regenerative society, essential for sustaining a healthy environment

everyone is talking about climate neutrality, about ‘net Zero’ by 2050. yet such concepts are not 
only insufficient as goals for society as a whole, and difficult to implement because of their cal-
culative vagueness. they are also set far too late – about 50 years too late. it is as illogical as it 
is irresponsible to demand climate neutrality with 420 millionths of a part (ppm) of co2 in the 
atmosphere today – or probably just under 500 ppm in 2050 – when 280 ppm is the stable level. 
the demand and action must always be called and mean climate positivity.  

everyone talks about the Paris climate agreement – and yet it is equally clear that not only is no 
country on earth prepared to achieve its goals in the foreseeable future, but also that the Paris 
climate agreement was already aimed at insufficient goals. two degrees of increase, even 1.5 
degrees, were demonstrably too much for the stability of the earth’s ice world, from the arctic via 
permafrost to greenland, via glaciers worldwide to antarctica: everything began to visibly melt 
away at only half a degree increase. today, the average global warming compared to the actual 
pre-industrial time of 1750 is very likely already over 2 degrees. to gloss over this glaring incon-
sistency, official reports now only refer to 1860, 1990 and even 2006 as reference years.

through a combination of skillful delay tactics and a – seemingly scientifically supported – lulling 
of the public into a sense of security, fossil industries but also some governments have misled 
themselves, the world, europe and especially great britain’s people for decades.

Previous measures and targets for ‘climate neutrality’ – which continue to emit – in far too long 
periods of 20 to 30 years are completely inadequate for the climate dynamics. not only have 
co2 emissions risen to today’s 150%, still increasing excess: methane concentrations are already 
three times higher than a stable climate would tolerate over time: at over 1900 ppb instead of 
600. nevertheless, many still advocate natural gas as a bridge technology. but bridge to where? 
methane is the biggest potential risk factor of all among the ongoing missteps: here, threatening 
things are brewing due to the thawing of arctic soils, lakes and seabeds.

even more underestimated in the public debate than the increasing atmospheric methane sur-
plus is the deoxygenation of the atmosphere and oceans, which is slowly but inevitably acceler-
ating under current conditions. fossil resource combustion is the largest anthropogenic factor 
here. this currently releases as much co2 annually as atmospheric oxygen (o2) is destroyed by 
burning and industrial processes: about 40 gigatonnes per year – with both figures continuing to 
rise due to ongoing combustion practices.  

this reverses in the blink of an eye the geological process that led to today’s oxygen-rich atmos-
phere 2.4 billion years ago, which is known to have been necessary for multicellular organisms 
and, most recently, the development of humans. there are indications that the removal of oxygen 
accelerated in the course of the increase in co2 and, due to feedbacks, in a relatively short peri-
od of time, even in human history – possibly only a few thousand years – atmospheric oxygen is 
threatening to collapse, with the suffocation of all o2-dependent life. only the cessation of fossil 
carbon emissions and withdrawal of their excess concentrations from the atmosphere through 
biospheric regeneration and other measures, and permanent sequestration of carbon on a large 
scale can slow down this process.  

the so-called carbon budget – the supposed possibility of emitting ever more waste gases with-
out taking any significant risk – is pure fantasy, a convenient fairy tale to push business as usual. 
the global terrestrial carbon management system, weakened by over-exploitation of biospheric 
resources, is so sensitive that the slightest fluctuations in ghg concentrations and temperatures 
spell disaster. in fact, this so-called budget was already exceeded by the time co2 concentrations 
had substantially exceeded 280 ppm: by 1990 they were already above 350 ppm.  
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none of the parties, no politician has yet faced up to this problem – and practically none of the 
climate experts themselves. everyone talks about climate neutrality as a miracle cure, although 
this glosses over the truth, is certainly misleading and wastes precious time as a distant moving 
target. the critical targets – temperatures, concentrations – along with emissions are all below, 
not above, current levels.

much more powerful methods are needed than are currently being considered and debated in 
cabinets and parliaments in germany, europe and around the world: this is tantamount to a gen-
eral mobilisation. nevertheless, they are possible, relatively simple and existentially inevitable.

these include the following points of the regenerative decade  

1. the introduction of a climate defence budget for the rapid phase-out of fossil fuels and switch 
to renewables – this will represent a significant percentage of the gross national product, many 
times the size of most national defence budgets. if 80-100% of the covid stimulus money still 
earmarked were also spent in this way, two major crises would be dealt with with one swoop.

2. implementing climate emergency diplomacy and ending armed conflict in the common interest 
of fighting for survival against the common enemy – fossil fuel global warming. this includes 
european and global, effective and open climate migration management planning. for several 
billion fellow human beings will very soon have to look for a new home – even under the compar-
atively optimistic bau assumptions of rcP 8.5.  

3. the targeted restructuring of fossil industries through technical substitution programs, the re-
moval of fossil subsidies and structural measures and transformation assistance. the immediate 
dismantling of the massively blocking regulations for renewable grids, storage and distributive 
systems – supported by a new, renewable energy market order cannot wait any longer.  

4. the replacement of jobs in the fossil industries by prioritised structural reforms towards re-
newable industries. all experience suggests that these renewable industries make far greater 
contributions to employment and foster innovation.

5. the reversal of emission targets is the logical conclusion from the realisation that climate 
neutrality alone is not enough, and that so-called zero emission targets alone are no longer suf-
ficient. the global economy needs strategies that are capable of reducing greenhouse gas (ghg) 
concentrations in the atmosphere.  

6. the classification of fossil fuel resources as a lethal substance: their extraction and distribu-
tion should be declared unacceptable after a short transition period and, as a first step, no longer 
subsidised but heavily taxed at the source of extraction.  

7. biosequestration: the rapid build-up and renaturation of healthy, climate-active agricultural 
soils, wetlands and forests. 

8. industrial sequestration: the transformation of the construction industry and all productive in-
dustries and manufactures into carbon sequestering processes. this means large-scale conver-
sions of atmospheric carbon into sustainable wood, carbon fibre and other solid carbon products, 
but also their bonding into stone.  

9. full exploitation of unprecedented productivity and innovation boosts for massive expansion of 
quality employment opportunities for all new citizens: existing and new climate refugees.  

10. new financing mechanisms are needed that reward long-term investments such as defos-
silisation, agricultural reform and forestation with higher returns today than short-term invest-
ments. What is needed now are ‘future banks’ that create currencies with negative interest rates 
that encourage investment and whose spending is linked to sustainable products and services.   
eurosolar calls for a focus and tightening of the european green deal, beyond lip service to 
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climate neutrality towards 100% renewables, carbon sequestering agriculture, afforestation with 
drought resistant forests and the rededication of the european circular economy directives into 
economy-wide carbon sequestration rules and regulations. the goal must be a climate-positive, 
emissions-negative world.

november 2, 2021
EUROsOLAR cALLs FOR AcTiON WiTh TEN-POiNT PAPER –  
“ThE REgENERATivE EUROPE dEcAdE”

2 november 2021. bonn. on the occasion of the current un climate change conference coP26 
and the failure of the g20 countries in climate protection so far, the european delegates assembly 
of eurosolar – european association for renewable energy e. v. addresses politicians and the 
public with an urgent appeal. the delegates assembly, the highest body of eurosolar with the 
representatives of its 13 national sections, calls for a regenerative europe decade in order to go 
beyond the european green deal and rapidly transform europe into an emission-negative and 
climate-positive continent in view of the atmospheric co2 concentration increasing far in excess 
of stable levels. eurosolar outlines the measures needed to achieve this in its “call for action 
2021” published today.

“When it comes to climate protection, the g20 countries continue to fail in their central mission 
– to safeguard the interests of their constituents and ensure their fundamental economic via-
bility. the often demanded climate neutrality is not enough – and did not even get a mention in 
the practically empty communiqué of the recent g20 summit in rome,” said Prof. Peter droege, 
President of eurosolar.  “far more effective measures will be required than those which have 
been discussed by politicians so far.” already in january last year, the board of eurosolar had 
declared the regenerative decade and in this context described ten measures that are mandatory 
to realize a rapid transformation towards a climate-positive economy and society.

“it is irresponsible to demand climate neutrality with the today’s co2 concentration of nearly  
420 parts per million. the goal can only be a climate positive footprint,” droege explains. thus 
– according to the first demand of the paper – the emission targets would have to be redefined, 
since the emission targets formulated so far by the policy are aligned only to climatic neutrality, 
but not to climatic positivity, which is absolutely necessary, in order to secure the basis of exist-
ence of our societies.  

in the ten-point paper, eurosolar further calls for the mobilization of a climate defense budget 
to finance a phase-out of fossil fuels and a transformation to 100 % renewables within less than 
ten years, the implementation of a european and global climate migration management planning, 
as billions of people will seek new homes due to escalating global heating, and besides agri-
cultural and soil management transformations demands the commitment of industry to carbon 
removal and material product binding processes.

november 18, 2021
16Th iNTERNATiONAL RENEWAbLE ENERgy sTORAgE cONFERENcE:  
cALL FOR AbsTRAcTs 2022 OPENEd

november 26, 2021
EUROPEAN sOLAR PRizE 2021/22 – WiNNER PROjEcTs: cONcRETE PAThWAys  
TO A REgENERATivE EUROPE

december 6, 2021
EUROsOLAR AWARds EUROPEAN sOLAR PRizE 2021/22: “iNsPiRiNg FOR ThE REsT  
OF ThE WORLd”: OUTsTANdiNg ExAmPLEs FOR A REgENERATivE EUROPE
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PUbLIC RELATIONs

solarZeitalter

1/2021
the first issue of solarZeitalter in 2021 dealt with opportunities and risks of an international 
hydrogen economy. reference to the bundestag elections in september 2021 was made by euro-
solar germany chairman axel berg, while fabio longo called for a solar standard on buildings. 
several articles documented the findings of the stadtwerke conference in speyer. interviews were 
conducted with mycle schneider and johanna jaurich. franz alt‘s popular column also continued 
in solarZeitalter in 2021.

2/2021
the second issue in 2021 focused on europe‘s „fit for 55“ climate package and highlighted how 
classifying nuclear energy and natural gas as „sustainable“ in the eu‘s sustainable investment 
taxonomy would be fatal. interviews with angelina galiteva and stefan gsänger looked back at 20 
years of Wcre. Prof. Peter droege presents Wcre‘s plans for the regenerative decade. further 
interviews were conducted with gerd stadermann and eicke Weber.
 

eurosolar times

spring 2021
eurosolar times, the digital and international counterpart to solarZeitalter, came out with 
its second issue in early 2021. eurosolar times spring 2021 ventured a european look at the 
state of the energy transition. important topics were hydrogen and energy storage. the electric 
ferry „ellen“, european solar Prize winner 2020, showed an impressive example of the energy 
transition in transport.

summer 2021
in the summer issue eurosolar times focused on green hydrogen in europe and the geopolit-
ical implications of hydrogen. in the interview, Krisztina andré and stefan gsänger report on how 
women are committed to the energy transition and what role they play in the renewable energy 
sector. this issue took a look back at the nuclear disaster in fukushima and why the lessons  
learned from this disaster must not be forgotten.
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neWsletter

the eurosolar newsletter is published 
monthly in german and english. meanwhile, 
almost 7,500 german and 5,670 international 
eurosolar members and interested parties 
receive up-to-date information on eurosolar 
events and activities. it also provides an over-
view of the latest developments in energy pol-
icy. both the english and german editions aim 
to provide an international perspective on what 
is happening. 

Website

thanks to the kind support of the c&u baumeister foundation for sustainable technologies, eu-
rosolar was able to present itself with a new bilingual website in 2021. the switch to modern 
software not only allows for better display on mobile devices and more efficient operation for the 
office, but also has an integrated ticket/webshop and donation function.

social media
in general, the eurosolar pages on social media platforms saw an increase in followers, espe-
cially on twitter and linkedin. in 2022, a focus should continue to be placed here, as many people 
can be reached via these media.

Twitter
eurosolar is represented with a german-language account on the short message service twit-
ter. this channel now reaches over 2,930 followers. the english-language account also gained 
new followers and can now reach over 500 people. the activities on twitter are linked to those of 
the board members and european eurosolar sections active there. 

Facebook & instagram
facebook is one of the most important platforms through which a large number of interested 
people can be reached. around 700 people have subscribed to or liked the eurosolar page. 
instagram is also becoming increasingly popular. the account has 370 followers so far. 

xing & Linkedin 
the two networks are used in particular for networking within the professional world and for 
addressing technically interested parties who are professionally active in the fields of renewable 
energies and the environment. Xing is an established platform in germany, but the activity of 
many members is declining, so that it is now mainly used as a „contact book“. the eurosolar 
group has only 25 members and is inactive. linkedin, meanwhile, is establishing itself as the in-
ternational professional counterpart to facebook. eurosolar‘s german page now has around 
260 followers, while the english page has 100. 

youTube
by broadcasting the german and european solar awards, several hundred people could be 
reached in 2021. through the cooperation with “transparenz tv”, a new format was established 
with eurosolar tv.
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AssOCIATION ACTIvITIEs

meetings of eurosolar e. v. 
and the euroPean assembly of delegates

in addition to four meetings of the executive board of eurosolar e.v., the european 
delegates assembly, which is also the highest general meeting of the registered association.

agenda eurosolar delegates‘ assembly 2021
october 15th 2021, online

invited: 
Prof. Peter droege, dr. axel berg, iliya ivanov hadzhidimov, morten Petersen, francesca sartogo, 
eliana cangelli, henri Kox, Wolfgang hein, george Kekelidze, dr. josep Puig, milan smrz, Prof.  
dr. tanay sidki uyar, stepan a. Kudrya

1. Welcome

2. overview by Prof. droege

3. eurosolar’s international activities and member
• new sections (netherlands  frank)
• Planned activities for the future (all=
• european membership

4. support of Wcre

5. strategic workshop: regenerative decade
• introduction
• brainstorm
• Promotion

6. how to support each other

7. miscellaneous
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eliana cangelli
(italy)

bOARD OF EUROsOLAR E.v.

vICE PREsIDENTs

HONORARy MEMbERs OF bOARD

TREAsURER

Wolfgang hein
(austria)

dr. joseP Puig i boiX
(spain)

francesca sartogo
(italy)

milan smrZ
(czech republic)

stePhan grüger, 
mdl
(germany)

dr. fabio longo
(germany)

dr.-ing. 
brigitte schmidt
(germany)

rosa hemmers
(germany)

Wera tscheKorsKy 
orloff
(germany)

irm 
scheer-Pontenagel
(germany)

Preben maegaard
(denmark)
(†) 1935–2021

Prof. dr. 
tanay sidKi uyar
(turkey)

PREsIDENT

Prof. Peter droege di tum maas mit

HONORARy PREsIDENT

dr. hermann scheer 
(†) 1944–2010
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bOARD OF EUROsOLAR E.v. annual general meeting section germany 

in compliance with the covid rules, this year‘s general meeting on october 10 could fortunately 
take place in the usual presence. the general meeting was opened at 10 a.m. by dr. axel berg, 
chairman of the board of eurosolar germany. axel berg first gave an overview of the events on 
the energy policy level of the last two years and stated that the inactivity of our governments is no 
longer acceptable. in addition, with regard to the political permanent blockade of the energy turn-
around, he emphasized that “the work and the most extensive possible influence of eurosolar 
on politics and society remain correct and important“. in this context, it is also no longer sufficient 
to merely demand what is politically feasible. “We must insist that the excuse that more is not 
politically feasible because the voters don‘t want it after all no longer applies to the energy tran-
sition. the population is ripe for a radical turnaround.“ afterwards rosa hemmers, deputy chair 
of eurosolar germany, and niklas hausemann presented the report of the head office and 
the german section. looking back, they reported on past events, publications, public relations 
work, and the development of membership and finances.  in the subsequent discussion, Prof. dr. 
Wolfgang methling emphasized with regard to the development in the expansion of renewable en-
ergies that „we should be dissatisfied, but not pessimistic.“ furthermore, the future presentation 
of eurosolar was also discussed and especially how younger generations could be addressed.

afterwards the new board of eurosolar was elected. among familiar faces are now also a few 
new ones. dr. axel berg remains chairman, stephan grüger, rosa hemmers, dr. fabio longo 
and dr. brigitte schmidt continue as deputies. other members are Krisztina andré, ines bresler, 
stefan gsänger, vincent Kühn, Prof. dr. Wolfgang methling and beate Petersen. together they are 
a strong team with expertise in different fields, united by their commitment to a decentralized and 
citizen-oriented energy transition. towards the end of the members‘ meeting, the “resolution on 
the formation of a government in 2021: now is the time to take off for renewables“ was adopted.

meetings

march 3
the first board meeting of the german section of eurosolar took place in the nationwide lock-
down as a video conference. it was thematized that the management of the corona pandemic 
takes a back seat to the energy transition. strategic preparations are made for the election year 
2021.

june 10
the meeting acknowledges the historic judgment handed down against the shell oil company in 
the hague, but at the same time highlights the fact that politicians continue to put on the brakes, 
delaying the energy transition and passing on costs incurred as a result to poorer people. further 
topics are the preparation of a federal election campaign, the conception and continuation of 
event formats and the personnel development of eurosolar.

August 23
axel berg, chairman of eurosolar germany, criticizes that the bundestag election is being  
“hyped“ as a climate election, but that the major emission reduction targets are to be postponed 
until after 2030. eurosolar speaks out with the campaign “scarce are not the renewable en-
ergies, scarce is the time“. further topics are the preparation of the general meeting and the  
german solar award 2021 in bonn.

October 10
after the general meeting, the newly elected board constitutes itself and discusses the further 
procedure.

december 18
the first regular meeting of the newly elected board discusses how eurosolar should strate-
gically position itself in the coming years and which formats eurosolar should try out. another 
important topic is the staffing of the office.
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EUROsOLAR GERMANy

AssEssORs
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CHAIRMAN

KrisZtina andré
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Wolfgang methling

rosa hemmers dr.-ing. 
brigittte schmidt

beate Petersenvincent Kühn
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mdl

dr. aXel berg
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EUROSOLAR AUStRiA
Wolfgang hein
stutterheimstr. 16-18, 1150 Wien – austria
info@eurosolar.at, www.eurosolar.at 

the austrian section was founded in 1989 and started the solar Prize with the european solar 
Prize events in vienna in 1994 and 1995 and organized national events every year since then. in 
2017, we organized the european solar Prize again in vienna. We have a monthly open club meet-
ing called “solarstammtisch”. We try to have representatives from all parliamentary groups on 
our board.

We are particularly pleased that the federal government has reaffirmed the goal of covering 100 
percent of austria‘s electricity consumption from renewables (on a national balance sheet basis) 
by 2030. this requires a much faster expansion of photovoltaics and wind power in particular. an 
important step is certainly the early concretization and implementation of the recently adopt-
ed renewable energy expansion act through appropriate ordinances. the strengthening of rail-
bound public transport, the e-mobility offensive and, finally, the thermal renovation of buildings 
are very important further cornerstones of the strategy. 

EUROSOLAR BULgARiA 
iliya ivanov hadzhidimov
technical university of varna, studentska 1, 9010 varna – bulgaria
lora@triada.bg, www.tu-varna.bg 

EUROSOLAR CzECh REpUBLiC 
milan smrž
u půjčovny 8, 11000 Praha 1, cZech rePublic
milan.smrz@eurosolar.cz, www.eurosolar.cz

sECTIONs

EUROSOLAR BG

EUROSOLAR CZ

EUROSOLAR AT
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the czech section sees its main task in the promotion of renewable energy in the czech society. 
it organizes lectures, exhibitions and ecological trainings in its nature center as well as political 
negotiations. it also cooperates with some industrial companies and promotes renewable energy 
in development cooperation. 

EUROSOLAR DEnmARk
morten Petersen 
folkecenter for renewable energy,  
Kammersgaardsvej 16, 7760 hurup thy – denmarK
info@folkecenter.dk, www.folkecenter.net

EUROSOLAR hUngARy 
bástya u. 63/c., 
h-9400 sopron – hungary
eurosolar@solarage.hu; 
www.solarage.hu 

EUROSOLAR itALy 
francesca sartogo
via bassano del grappa, 4, 00195 roma – italy
eurosolaritalia@fastwebnet.it, www.eurosolaritalia.org

eurosolar italia is the italian section of eurosolar, which is affiliated with legambiente. 
since its foundation in 1991, it has been working to promote solar energy, renewable energy and 
energy saving practices. the italian section of eurosolar is active at national and international 
level to promote a change in energy policies and strategies. it gathers experts, professionals, 
operators and technicians in an effort to change the territorial and urban growth process in an 
ecological way. the association organizes courses, conferences, seminars and workshops and 
writes, edits and disseminates papers and research.

EUROSOLAR DK

EUROSOLAR HU

EUROSOLAR IT
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EUROSOLAR LUxEmBOURg
eurosolar lëtzebuerg a.s.b.l.
Paul Zens 
6 jos seyler strooss
8522 beckerich – luXemburg
+352 621 463 048
info@eurosolar.lu; www.eurosolar.lu

eurosolar lëtzebuerg asbl was founded in 2002. the agreement, extended for another 3 years 
until 2020 and financially supported by the ministry of environment, aims to shape the coopera-
tion between eurosolar lëtzebuerg asbl and the luxembourg government with the objective of 
sustainable development of the renewable energy sector in general and solar energy in particular 
in the grand duchy of luxembourg, in line with national objectives in the field of climate change 
mitigation and renewable energy development.

Activities in 2021 included:
• Participation in the Pv follows function project.
• analysis of statistical data on the evolution of installed capacity.
• Participation/launch of an agroPv project.
• announcement and awarding of the 2020/2021 national solar Prize. 
• organization of / participation in conferences with stakeholders, government, etc.
• Preparation of documents on various topics such as: flat rate tariffs, new prosumer law, op-

timization of self-consumption/ intelligent consumption management, Power Partage agree-
ments (PPas)....

• other video clips and podcasts on various topics related to renewable energy sources.
• creation of informational materials on the future/second life of photovoltaic panels, after the
• expiration of the buy-back contract after 20 years.
• creation and updating of information sheets for individuals, professionals and cooperatives.

EUROSOLAR nEthERLAnDS
carol olson & vincent dekker
carol@eurosolarnl.nl
boterbloemstraat 2, 1817 cm alkmaar – netherlands

eurosolar netherlands hosted this year‘s european solar Prize 2020/21 award ceremony. it 
was planned as a festive event with live broadcasting in the very representative de Waag (former 
scale house of the city of amsterdam) in amsterdam on 2 december. due to the pandemic, the 
award ceremony then took place online only.

EUROSOLAR LU

EUROSOLAR NL
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EUROSOLAR RUSSiA 
dr. george Kekelidze
leninsky Prospect, 38a, office 110, 119334, moscow – russia
info@eurosolarrussia.org; www.eurosolarrussia.org

EUROSOLAR SpAin AnD ChAptER CAtALOniA
dr. josep Puig
gctPfnn, Po box 10095, 08080 barcelona – sPain
eurosolar@energiasostenible.org, www.energiasostenible.org

the spanish section of eurosolar was founded in barcelona and registered in the register of 
associations of the ministry of the interior of the spanish government on november 5, 1999.
the spanish section organized the spanish solar awards from 2002 to 2016. the spanish section 
is dormant out of solidarity with the catalan people.

EUROSOLAR tURkEy 
Prof. dr. tanay sidki uyar
Zümrütevler mah. nil cad. hukukçular ve İdareciler sitesi sosyal tesisi binası Kat:2 no:7
maltepe-İstanbul, 34852 – turKey
tanayuyar@outlook.com, www.eurosolar.org.tr

founded in 2002, the turkish section brings together ideas, efforts and studies in various activities 
in line with eurosolar‘s objectives to develop a long-term overall energy strategy to prepare the 
transition to renewable energy sources in turkey. eurosolar turkey represents WWea (World 
Wind energy association) in turkey and participates in the clean energy Platform, which in-
cludes several national and local institutions, and in the environmental Platform of turkey, which  
includes more than 200 organizations dealing with environmental issues. eurosolar turkey 
organized several conferences and seminars in different locations in turkey to raise awareness 
about renewable energy. 

EUROSOLAR UkRAinE
stepan a. Kudrya
institute of renewable energy, tshervonogvardijska 20 a,  02094 Kiev-94 – uKraine

EUROSOLAR TR

EUROSOLAR UA

EUROSOLAR RU

EUROSOLAR ES EUROSOLAR CT
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FINANCEs
eurosolar e.v. was financed in 2021 from membership fees and donations.

Annual budget for the year 2021 (in €, rounded to 1,000)

REvENUE  2021 241.000 
membership fees 119.000  
donations   19.000 
income from events   47.000  
Public relations/campaigns  6.000  
other income (sales tax, rent, Pv feed-in) 50.000

ExPENdiTURE 2021 195.000
Personnel costs   113.000
office, rent, material costs, communication  48.000
external costs of events  16.000 
Public relations/campaigns  10.000
other expenditure (vat, fees) 8.000

sALdO 2021 46.000

We would like to thank all of our members, supporters and donors, as well as the  
attendees of our events, who make it possible for us to be active in this important area. 
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remarks:

the consequences of the pandemic also restricted the association‘s activities in 2021.  
it was not possible to carry out comprehensive activities - as was usual in previous  
years and urgently necessary in view of the political and energy industry developments. 
events in particular are an essential activity to get in contact with members, other 
groups in society and in the economy as well as in the political environment and to work 
towards the implementation of eurosolar‘s goals. 

the few 2021 activities were also largely conducted virtually. this leads to lower re-
venues due to the elimination of most of the participation fees, but also to savings on 
the expenditure side. 

thus, the 2021 budget had a lower overall volume. nevertheless, it can be said that the 
consequences of the pandemic have been overcome so far, short-time work was no 
longer necessary. 

income from membership fees decreased slightly in 2021, but is still the largest item 
and secures the operation of the office in bonn. thanks to the generous financial sup-
port for a communication project and the european solar Prize by the c&u baumeister 
foundation for sustainable technology and the energieagentur.nrW for the german 
solar Prize and the ires symposium, the staff could be maintained. a larger donation 
from an inheritance and other donations also contributed to the fact that a positive an-
nual result could be achieved despite the low income from events. 

the other income listed includes both the rental income from the sublet office floor and 
the income from the two Pv systems. the other expenses consist of sales tax as well 
as fees. the item public relations/campaigns mainly comprised the magazine solar-
Zeitalter, which was published twice a year in 2021, and the english-language digital 
publication eurosolar times. the advertising campaign carried out in other years 
with federal elections with specially raised funds could not be carried out due to a lack 
of personnel capacity. it would otherwise have been reflected on the revenue side, but 
also on the expenditure side. this is because all the funds raised were also used for 
advertisements. 

at the end of 2020, four staff members were employed by eurosolar e.v., each in  
individual part-time arrangements. in addition, one internship position was filled by  
2 interns during the year, and two student assistants strengthened the team. 

events will be offered again in 2022, if possible due to pandemic developments. new 
event formats are being worked on in order to continue to be present in this way in the 
future and to actively intervene in the political dialogue, but also to generate income  
for the association. 
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Outlook

the year 2021 has also shown that eurosolar‘s goals are far from being achieved and 
that further ambitious commitment is needed on the way to the solar age. While the 
share of renewables in energy consumption is steadily increasing in germany and euro-
pe, more political will is needed to achieve the fully renewable energy system and thus 
the climate targets in time. on the other hand, the year ended with one of the biggest 
greenwashing schemes ever seen in the eu: the classification of natural gas and nuclear 
power as „green energy“ in the eu taxonomy for sustainable investments. 

eurosolar is needed more than ever. With grassroots publications, legal and institu-
tional innovations, policy tools and events, eurosolar has been advocating for a rapid 
turnaround to the ecological solar age since 1988, and will tighten the reins once again 
in 2022 to reach new audiences and recruit new members. While 2021 was already the 
second corona-impacted year, making many activities difficult for eurosolar, we look 
forward with hope to a successful 2022.

at the end of the year, we would also like to express our sincere thanks on behalf of 
eurosolar to our loyal members, who make an important contribution to the success 
of our work as well as to the preservation of our independence. this way we can work 
non-profit and non-partisan for a decentralized and socially just energy supply based on 
renewable energies. We would be pleased if you would continue to support us financially 
in the new year with your active membership or a donation!

https://www.eurosolar.de/spenden                                                            www.eurosolar.de
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